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Welcome to our eNews! Oyster Harbour
Catchment Group's noongar seasonal
newsletter will keep you up-to-date on the big
stories affecting the catchment and what we are
up to.
We acknowledge the Minang Bibbulmun people
as the traditional custodians of the land on which
we work and live. We pay our respects to the
Elders, past, present and emerging and to the
wider Bibbulmun community.

Having difficulty viewing content? View this email
in your browser

Issued: 3/05/2020

Djeran E-Newsletter
Season of adulthood- April to May
Characterised by the beginning of the cooler weather.
Time to repair housing and shelters..

What's been
happening at
OHCG?
February
World Wetland Day.
"Native Oysters are Back"
talk from the Nature
Conservancy.
Annual Shorebird Survey for
Albany Harbours.
WA native veg policy public
comment due.
REI soil test
results workshop.
https://mailchi.mp/1d6303410b16/may-enews

Content:
Feral Animal Control
Citizen Science Work at Twin Creeks
Precision Fertilizing (Accuspread Field Day)
Landcare History and Heroes

Feral Animal Control
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Meet the Birds Along the
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Kalgan River.
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Alan Hawley shares his

stories and history of King
River.

Open Forum: Carbon Offset
Funding for On-Farm
Revegetation.

Breathing Life Into Boodja –
Film Showing.
Ocean Film Festival World

Tour - Albany 26 February
2020.
Radio-tracking Gilbert's
Potoroo.

Oyster Harbour Catchment
Group committee meeting

As we all have our lives restricted and many of us are

March

confined to our houses, unfortunately it seems, the feral

Gate 2 Plate Accuspread
Demonstration

animals did not get the “memo” to stay indoors. They still

Accuspread Field Day

Annual Red Card Feral

come out in force to hunt and wipe out our livestock,
poultry, and native wildlife.

Animal Community Shoot
Earth Hour 2020
2020 Autumn Calicivirus
(RHDV-K5) Release

April

Wild Pollinator Count

Up-coming
Events
April is the month for
Citizen Science While
physical isolation
guidelines are being
implemented globally, this
doesn’t mean we need to
feel isolated and powerless
during this challenging
time. Indeed citizen science
is all about the power and
potential of ‘scale’ and that
by working together we can
do more.
– check
out #CitSciMonth on social
media for things happening
to celebrate citizen science
internationally and ways to
participate virtually.
https://mailchi.mp/1d6303410b16/may-enews

However, I am pleased to say that the farmers in the
district are not giving up. Although we had to extremely
modify our Annual Red Card Feral Animal Community
Shoot due to the COVID-19 and Government restrictions
at the time, a few teams do their own shoot following
restrictions for that time. Some teams went out for only a
while, others all night within the Oyster Harbour
Catchment. Excitingly, even with 4 teams they still
managed to get great feral animal numbers for the night.
The total number of foxes was 40 and the total number of
rabbits was 124. These numbers represent hundreds if not
thousands of animals that have been saved from death by
removing them from the environment. As you can see the
feral cats were obviously hiding on the night of the shoot,
but do not fear as OHCG has another great program as
part of the National Landcare Partnership.
This program is about gaining better understanding of our
feral animal numbers, locations and behaviour i.e. what
the favorite prey source is in the farmland surrounding the
Stirling and Porongorup Range/s. This program has been
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Daily citizen science

Past Issues
activities
can provide

a sense of connection and

running for 12 months and has controlled a total number of
Translate
273 foxes and 17 cats.

purpose during these

times. Whether that is

recording species in our

backyards, monitoring our
rain gauges or helping to
digitise records and
images.

For example:
Western Shield Camera

Watch – analysing camera
trap images to manage
introduced predators,

primarily foxes and cats,

that threaten native wildlife
in Western Australia.

Citizen Science Games –
this website provides a

great list of online citizen
science games including

Citizen Science Work at Twin Creeks

various articles and

publications
iNaturalist – record your
observations of species,
and share with the

Naturalist community

FrogID – a national citizen
science project that is
helping us learn more

about what is happening to
Australia’s frogs by

recording frog calls.

NatureMapr – community
based citizen science
platform to collect, manage
and share species data.
QuestaGame – a game to
make the adventure of
going outdoors real and
contribute to research.
Birdata – BirdLife Australia’s
platform for those
interested in the amazing

array of birds in Australia.
ClimateWatch – understand
how changes in

temperature and rainfall are
affecting the seasonal
behaviour of Australia’s
plants and animals.

Urban Wildlife App – an app
https://mailchi.mp/1d6303410b16/may-enews

Unfortunately, Bo Janmaat, our Fauna Survey Coordinator
and Licenced Native Animal Handler at Twin Creeks, had
to cancel our Autumn survey planned for the first week of
April. Though checking traps daily would not have put any
of us at risk during this pandemic shutdown, socially
distancing while we identify and photograph the critters
would have been difficult. This is disappointing because
usually this time of year we capture honey possums and
maybe even sugar possums in the pit traps. But Bo is a
progressive kind of guy and is assuaging his sadness with
retail therapy.
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environmental
science
program the Clean Air and

Urban Landscapes Hub
looking at bell frogs, flying
foxes and beneficial
insects.
FeralScan App- used to

map rabbits, wild dogs,
foxes, feral cats, feral pigs,
feral fish, feral camels,
myna birds, cane toads,

Translate
Late last year we were successful in receiving a small
grant through the federal government to purchase
equipment and reference books for our surveys. He and
Loxley Fedec, our spider and frog expert, are busy
searching the web and buying an endoscope to look down
into burrows and holes, special soft ended tweezers to
pick up spiders and bugs, price checking solid state hard
drives for data storage and researching bat monitors.

feral goats, and starlings,
and will soon provide feral
deer.

LQ, April 2020

Friday 1 May 2020, Junior

you go for a walk through your garden/local bushland you

Landcare's "What's in your
backyard?" photo
competition

We highly recommend that while you are social distancing
take your camera with you and report sightings of native
flora a fauna online or help scientist ID naturecam images.
See upcoming events for more info on projects you can be
involved in.

Precision Fertilizing (Accuspread Field Day)

Oyster Harbour Catchment

Group Membership renewal
invoices are going out soon
and will be due before the

next financial year. Rewards
for doing so can include
being able to participate in
our projects (which can

Testing local machines

potentially contribute to
funding works such as
fencing and reveg works),
be entered into a draw to
win a BBQ and for
landholders of 40ha or
more a metal security

sign.depending on your
type of membership and
what you want.

We are currently
running
5 projects in the
catchment.

If you wish to be a part of
the; Holistic Property

Planning, REI's Whole Farm
https://mailchi.mp/1d6303410b16/may-enews

Original test (above) and after modifications (below)
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Subscribe project,
Past
the Issues
Farm Fertiliser
uPtake trials, National

Landcare Partnership
Project and/or the Albany
and Surrounds Feral Cat
Working group please

check our website
ohcg.org.au or contact us
to register your interest
or check your eligibility

What's in Your
Backyard

OHCG hosted a number of Accuspread events in March,
Translate
including a successful field day at Kent and Michelle
Rochester’s property. Sponsored by Department of Water
and Environmental Regulation, the aim of Accuspread is
to improve accuracy and efficiency of local fertiliser
spreaders. This has implications for production,
environment and economics – when too much
fertilizers have been applied it leads to leaching, wasted
money and too little can lead to production losses.
The goal of Accuspread is to achieve a maximum of 15%
coefficient of variation across the pattern at specified
spread width. Generally, most machines tested performed
poorly, with too much product landing directly behind the
machine (see graphs). However, Russell Nichol,
accredited accuspread trainer, applied his extensive

The Australasian Bittern is a
heavy-set, partially
nocturnal heron with
upperparts that are
patterned dark brown, buff
and black, and underparts
that are streaked brown

and buff. The eyebrow and
throat are pale, and the
side of the neck is dark
brown. The bill is brown
and the legs are greenish.

The Australasian Bittern is
also called the Australian

Bittern or the Brown
Bittern.The Australasian
Bittern is a secretive, stocky

knowledge and experience and was able to improve a lot
of the machines to get them operating within spec. This
included going back on the weekend to modify machines
and then retest. Russell has developed kits for
CGS/transpread and 6 blade Marshall spreaders which
greatly improved their performance when fitted.
This year Russell was able to test and/or supply kits to 9
local spreaders, including running the (cancelled) Gate to
Plate Field Day demonstration as a spectator free
calibration. OHCG also has 4 kits for Marshall 6 blade
spreaders on hand available at subsidised price.
For more info call Bruce Radys 0428994408

heron inhabiting large,
vegetated, freshwater

wetlands. In recent
decades, bittern
populations have declined

significantly and the
Australasian Bittern is now
listed as Endangered.

BirdLife Western Australia

wants to hear from private
landholders interested in
improving wetland habitat
for Australasian Bittern in
south-west Western

https://mailchi.mp/1d6303410b16/may-enews
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Australia, particularly in the
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Manypeaks
and Muir-
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Unicup areas.

Funding is available to

assist onground works
including fencing and

revegetation of suitable
wetlands.
For more information
please contact BirdLife WA's
Plaxy Barratt
- plaxy.barratt@birdlife.org
.au

The Team
Bruce Radys

Senior Project Officer:
Regional Estuaries
Initiative
Bruce works part-time,

oversees and helps the
other staff and works on
the Regional Estuaries

Initiative, funded by
Royalties for Regions. He

Particle size of fertiliser can affect spread pattern, greater than 5%
fines can lead to too much product going directly behind the
spreader.

Landcare History and Heroes

aims to improve the quality
of water entering the Oyster
Harbour through the
implementation of fencing

and revegetation of riparian
vegetation, and working

with farmers to implement
best practice management,
including soil testing in
high rainfall areas.
Contact:

bruce.radys@ohcg.org.au

0428 994 408 | 9851 2703
Jenni Loveland

Project Officer: Feral
Jenni is very passionate

about feral animal control

Since 2002 the Gondwana Link program has been
supported by global, national and local organisations and
a wonderful array of individuals, donors and funders. We
are all working together to reconnect natural habitats

and works part-time
facilitating a Feral Cat

across 1000 km of south-western Australia – a place of

Albany and Surround Feral
Cat Working Group

At the heart of Gondwana Link is a bold but simple plan:

Project and running the

(ASFCWG). This group

https://mailchi.mp/1d6303410b16/may-enews

incredible diversity.

protect what bushland remains, restore the critical gaps,
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Subscribe that wePast
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have in and around
the catchment with feral
cats

Contact:
jenni.loveland@ohcg.org.au
0409 572 240 | 9851 2703
Sayah Drummond

Communications Officer
Sayah works part time to
ensure landholders and the

wider community are aware
of and can be involved in,
the many exciting projects
that the OHCG is up to.
This includes the

maintenance of our
website, twitter, facebook
and email list. While also
trying to make sure tour
community/membership

interests are reflected in all
upcoming works.
Contact:

communications@ohcg.org.
au
0467 955 317 | 9851 2703

and maintain the extraordinary nature of south-western

Translate

Australia.
The staff at Gondwana Link are currently very busy
creating a virtual tour through the Link and they are
starting with Twin Creeks and Ranges Link. A perfect way
to do some armchair travelling and a perfect way to
illustrate the concept of Gondwana Link as being made up
of different parts, large and small, all contributing to
conservation and restoration projects in the Great
Southern, all parts of a world-class biodiversity hotspot.
Celebrating local landcare history and heroes involved.
‘The Virtual Nature Guide will be a mobile-ready website
presenting a network of nature-focussed self-guided sites
and trails around the Great Southern,’ it declares in the
action plan created to guide the staff and those of us who
will be supplying information and access to sites of interest
for those who visit, virtually or in reality. It will feature,
among other things, in-depth stories from local people,
information from scientists, naturalists, land managers
farmers and the volunteers about the natural values of the
area.
‘G-Link is leading this project as a means of building public
support for the ecological values of the region and the
importance of restoring and caring for them,’ says Keith
Bradby CEO of G-Link. Just the things we at OHCG and
Friends of the Range have been doing for the past 30 odd
years but setting it up on an entirely different platform!
So, when questions are being asked, plans being made
and photos being taken please offer insight and smile for
the camera. Enjoy being a part of the crew helping others
to learn and appreciate our Great Southern.

https://mailchi.mp/1d6303410b16/may-enews
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